
TRAPPING
Though Food is typically last on the Sacred Order and though you
can live comfortably on foraged food for 30 days at a time, when the
shelters have been built, when the friction fires are burning and the
water source located, it is Trapping that becomes critical. Trapping
can turn a two week survival trip into living comfortably in the
wilderness indefinitely. Trapping can turn a week of starvation into
an exhilarating adventure.
The Trapping Guild is an ancient one. It includes many of its own
ethics, protocols and prohibitions. Once you get the basic concepts
of Trapping down you will never fear starvation in the wilderness.
Just like the story of Ayana that we tell in camp, it is the Trappers
not the big game hunters who humbly keep the village nourished.

White Pine Youtube Trapping Guild
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6cF8eGs4ZB62onEavZOw7WFCCkNhLgZS

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6cF8eGs4ZB62onEavZOw7WFCCkNhLgZS


paiute deadfall

The Paiute deadfall is the most universal trap to have in
your skill set. Made from 2 stout sticks, one long bait stick
a toggle and some cordage. The upright is carved into a
wedge on the top and the lever stick has a notch carved in
it. The cordage is tied to the lever on one end and the
toggle on the other. The toggle wraps around the upright a
¾ turn and is held in place with the bait stick, the other
end of the bait stick is secured against the deadfall weight
(a stone or a half round log).   Make sure the ground is not soft and has a hard
surface.  Setting the trap is the hardest part and works great with a teammate. Keep
practicing everyday until you can set it with ease.

Now test it out in your favorite medicine area during trapping season.

Tier 1
Present your Trapping EDC (See Trailers Packing and Caching Guild)



rabbit snare
You’ll need to call on your tracking skills to find an active run. This could
be a rabbit run in the field or a squirrel run on a tree limb.  Use thin strong
cordage that has a loop tied onto one end, slip the cord through the loop
to make a slip noose. Tie the other end to a small sapling, if one is not
close by you’ll have to harvest one and stabilize it next to the run. On one
side of the run you’ll need a secured notched peg and another peg
attached to the cord. Pull down the tension of the sapling to set the snare.
Prop up the slip noose to be just bigger than the head of the animal and
at head height. When the animal walks by their shoulders will pull tension
onto the snare, triggering the sapling, yanking them up and breaking their
neck.

This is an  illegal trap if you're not using trapping wire. It is very lethal, has been utilized across the planet for
millenia and it should definitely be in your skill set in the event that you find yourself in a survival scenario.

Now set a rabbit snare and show your instructor that it is a lethal hairline, then test it on a rabbit run during
trapping season.

Tier 2
Present and demonstrate your Trapping GoBag. (See Trackers Packing and Caching Guild)

Note: If you are wanting to get into modern trapping for meat and furs, then trapping wire is a great place to
start. These are absolutely lethal and legal (during trapping season). It can shave years off of your primitive
trapping to experiment with modern equipment.

Whatever traps you use, remember to check your traps at least twice a day.

https://www.in.gov/dnr/fish-and-wildlife/hunting-and-trapping/trapping/

https://www.in.gov/dnr/fish-and-wildlife/hunting-and-trapping/trapping/


turtle pen trap

Pen traps are awesome and easy to make. Always track and observe first
to make sure you are setting up in an area with high turtle activity. Also
choose the species you are going for so you can modify your trap
accordingly (remember some snapping turtles can reach above 100 lbs).
You will need lots of stout sticks about thigh high, stripped of branches
and relatively smooth,  spiked at one end and blunt on the other. Pound
these into the ground side by side to make a circular enclosure right on
the banks of a body of water, keep it open with a narrow (slightly wider
than the query) threshold. Now the key of this trap is to pound in angled
spikes across the threshold that has a drop off in the pen. The turtle can
climb in but they can’t climb out. Now bait the trap with some fish guts and
chum the water a bit. This is a great non kill trap that you can use for your Science research and call upon it
if you are ever in need.   Always check your traps twice a day.

Tier 3
Present and demonstrate your expanded Trapping GoBag. (See Trackers Packing and Caching Guild)



bow trap

The bow trap is an epic Scout tactic, great for psychological
warfare, evasion, or even hunting if need be. First pick the run you
want to place it on, but remember, runs are shared by many
animals, pets and people, so best to start with foam arrows on this
one and only use arrowheads if you are in an emergency. You’ll
need a bow that is strong and overbuilt, able to withstand elements
and strain. The PVC bow is perfect, especially if it is camouflaged.
Now you’ll need to lash or duct tape two stout spikes to the handle
of the bow and then sink it so the bow is laterally held above the
ground. Then you set up a large semicircle of small spikes around
and in front of the bow, this is your trip line, it is tied to a stout stick on the far end of the trail and
loops around to a toggle behind the bow. The toggle holds the drawn bow string and holds to a very
stout stick in the ground at full draw. This is a surprisingly effective and epically fun trap.

Put your trap to the scouting test with foam arrows or to the hunting test for game.

Note, the bow trap with a live broadhead is lethal and you would need to know exactly who you are
setting it for in very protected i.e. private land situations.

Tier 4
Present and demonstrate your Trapping Tier 4. (See Trackers Packing and Caching Guild)



arapuca bird trap
You have probably seen the two beautiful arapuca bird traps at
White Pine. They look like reed basket pyramids. They were
constructed by two of our most influential Skills Practitioner
Instructors Eric Wallentine and Andrew Kobierski. The tightly bound
pyramid is held up with an upright stick and a long bait stick trigger
stretches across the ground. The ground is covered in bird seed to
bait them in. This is a non kill trap so you can add it to your Science
bundle or call upon it when you are in need. Since it is a non kill
trap you will need a gourd covered opening on the top so you can
reach in to grab the bird.

To construct this beautiful trap you will need cordage and lots of stout sticks. You tie two base sticks
together to make a square and then flip them to make an x then you wedge one stick after another
under the string.  Watch our youtube link for a better understanding

sacred harvest
Harvest an animal with a primitive trap.

Tier 5
Share with your community about your Quests and Medicine areas.

Thank you for joining us in the Trapping Guild, hope to see you there.




